Institute of Sciences of the Czech Republic, who read a paper about Masaryk´s conception of liberty program and the struggle of the Czechoslovak government for the gaining of Slovakia. The next paper, named "Minority activism and conception of national state" was presented by Attila Simon from the Cathedra of History of the Pedagogic Faculty of UJS in Komárno. Next referee was Martin Furmanik from the Institute of Social Sciences SAS, presenting a paper name "Attitude of the pro-Hungarian oriented population in Spis toward the foundation of the CSR". The first day of the conference was closed by Miroslav Lacko from the Institute of Contemporary History of Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, who presented a paper named "Repatriation of Czechs and Slovaks into the CSR via Czechoslovak institutions and its impact upon the nationality issue". The first day of the conference ended with social intercourse of participants on the premises of the Philosophic Faculty of UJS. 
